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Background: Multiple chronic health conditions are leading to multiple treatment procedures 

and polypharmacy. Prioritizing treatment according to patients’ needs and preferences may be 

helpful for deprescribing. Thus, for improving health care, it is crucial for general practitioners 

(GPs) to perceive the chief complaints (CCs) of patients. The primary aim of this study was to 

investigate the patient–provider concordance of CCs and the secondary aim was to investigate 

the concordance between CCs and diagnosis, in a sample of Swiss multimorbid patients.

Materials and methods: A cross-sectional analysis based on a cluster randomized controlled 

trial (RCT) among 46 GPs, recruited between March 2015 to July 2016, and 334 multimorbid 

patients ($60 years taking $5 drugs for at least 6 months) in Northern Switzerland was per-

formed. CCs listed by GPs and by patients (n=128) were classified according to the International 

Classification of Primary Care, version 2 (ICPC-2) coding system on chapter and component 

level and defined as concordant if ICPC-2 codes of patients and GPs were identical. Concor-

dance was classified into full, moderate or low, depending on the ranking of patients’ CCs on 

GPs’ list. As secondary outcome, we compared patients’ CCs to GPs’ diagnosis. Statistics 

included descriptive measures and a multivariate regression analysis of factors that are modi-

fying concordance.

Results: The mean age of patients was 76.9 (SD 8.1) years, where 38% were male, taking 

7.9 (SD 2.6) drugs on the long term. The most frequent complaint was pain. Concordance of 

the CC was given in 101/128 (78.9%) on the ICPC-2 chapter level, whereby 86/128 (67.2%) 

showed full, 8/128 (6.3%) moderate and 7/128 (5.5%) low concordance; 27/128 (21.1%) were 

discordant. Concordance between CCs and diagnosis was 53.6%. Concordance increased with 

the intensity of the CC rated by patients (OR 1.48, CI 1.13–1.94, P,0.001). The younger age 

and higher intake of drugs were significantly associated with an increased concordance between 

CCs and diagnosis.

Conclusion: A majority of GPs perceive the CCs of the multimorbid patients correctly, but 

there is room for improvement.

Keywords: deprescribing, multimorbidity, patient–provider concordance, chief complaint

Plain language summary
Several long-term health conditions in a patient are leading to several treatment procedures, 

unless carefully aligned to patients’ needs and preferences. Thus, for improving health care, it 

is crucial for general practitioners (GPs) to perceive the main complaints of patients. The aim 

of our study was to investigate how well Swiss GPs perceived the main complaints of their 
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patients with several diseases. For this purpose, we compared 128 

main complaints listed by patients to those listed by their GPs and 

investigated what factors influenced the degree of agreement or 

disagreement. The most frequent complaint was pain. Nearly 80% 

of patients and GPs agreed on the patient’s main complaint; only 

one-fifth had different opinions on this matter. The more intensively 

patients perceived their main complaint, the higher was the agree-

ment. Thus, a majority of GPs perceive the main complaint of the 

long-term patient correctly, but there is room for improvement. 

Increasing GPs’ perception of these patients’ suffering is crucial 

for improving their health care quality.

Background
Multimorbidity, defined as the co-occurrence of multiple 

chronic health conditions in a patient, is a challenge for 

health care systems, providers and patients. Multiple chronic 

health conditions are inevitably leading to multiple treat-

ment procedures, for example, polypharmacy.1 Prioritizing 

chronic conditions and adapting treatment strategies accord-

ing to patients’ needs and preferences may be helpful for 

deprescribing. To deal with the complexity of these multiple 

health conditions within the sparse time of an encounter 

is an important and difficult task for general practitioners 

(GPs).2,3 Due to the complexity of these multiple conditions, 

GPs may underestimate or even miss the chief complaints 

(CCs) of patients.3

Considering patients’ needs and preferences with regard 

to their CC is a central issue in models such as patient 

centeredness4 and patient-centered medical home.5 A high 

provider–patient concordance in the perception of disease 

and illness positively affects patient satisfaction, adher-

ence to treatment and disease outcomes.5–7 Accordingly, 

researchers recently published a call in this journal for a better 

concordance between physicians and patients with regard to 

patients’ needs and treatment goals.8 Thus, for improving 

health care, a high provider–patient concordance of CCs is 

important. There are only few research results available on 

the provider–patient concordance or discordance concerning 

complaints and/or diagnoses.9–11 GPs seem to focus more on 

the prognosis and treatment priorities than on the current 

health priorities of their elderly patients.11,12

The aim of our study was to investigate, in a sample 

of multimorbid Swiss patients, 1) to what degree GPs and 

patients were concordant in the perception of patients’ 

CCs and 2) how concordant CCs were with the GPs’ diag-

noses ranked by relevance. Furthermore, we investigated 

the association between the concordance and patient/GP 

characteristics.

Materials and methods
setting, design and participants
For this cross-sectional study, we considered the first con-

sultation dataset of a cluster randomized controlled study 

among GPs and their multimorbid patients in Northern 

Switzerland.13 GPs were recruited between March 2015 and 

July 2016. Patients were eligible if they were 60 years of age 

or older, listed in the GPs’ practice card file and taking five 

or more drugs during, at least, the last 6 months (as a proxy 

for multimorbidity). Exclusion criteria were a life expectancy 

of less than 12 months or a substantial cognitive impair-

ment. All participants provided written informed consent. 

For the purposes of the study, GPs were randomized into an 

intervention and a control group to measure the effects of 

an intervention to reduce drugs. Immediately after the first 

consultation with the patient, GPs and patients were asked by 

questionnaire a set of questions concerning drugs, diagnoses, 

CC of the patient, drugs changed during/after the encounter, 

quality of life, socioeconomic variables and time required 

for the consultation.13 Data were collected by the web-based 

data management program SecuTrial® (version 5.0.1, 2016; 

interActive Systems GmbH, Berlin, Germany).14 The study 

protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the Canton 

of Zurich (reference KEK-ZH-number 2014–0595).

Outcomes and measurements
The CCs were measured 1) in the GPs’ questionnaires by 

a four-part list including ranking with regard to relevance, 

asking: “What are the CCs in the view of your patient?” 

(intervention group only, as this list was considered to be a 

part of the intervention), 2) in the patients’ questionnaires by 

one question: “Which is your CC?” In addition, the severity 

of the CC was rated by the patient using a visual analog scale 

(VAS) ranging from 0 to 10. The four most important medi-

cal diagnoses were measured in the GPs’ questionnaires by 

asking for a four-part diagnosis list (ranked by importance 

for the patient’s health; Figure 1).

The primary outcome was the concordance between 

patients and GPs concerning patients’ CCs. The CCs were 

classified according to the International Classification of 

Primary Care, version 2 (ICPC-2) classification system15 on 

chapter and component level. Concordance was defined as 

the ICPC-2 code of patient’s CC being identical with one 

of the CC codes on the four-part GP’s list. We classified 

concordance into full, moderate or low, depending on the 

patient’s CC code ranked first, second or third/fourth on the 
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GP’s list. We defined discordance if the patient’s CC code 

was not listed on GP’s list at all.

The secondary outcome was the concordance between 

patients’ CCs and GPs’ diagnoses. Diagnoses were coded 

according to an adapted version of the classification system 

by van den Bussche et al16 developed for multimorbid elderly 

patients. We matched CCs to diagnosis based on clinical 

expertise (by consensus in our research team; Table 1). 

We defined concordance if there were matching pairs and 

discordance if not, according to the assignment. Concordance 

was classified into full, moderate or low, depending on the 

patient’s CC code matching with the diagnoses on the GP’s 

list ranked first, second or third/higher. Further covariates and 

measurements of patients and GPs are depicted in Table 2.

statistical analysis
For the descriptive analysis of GPs’ and patients’ character-

istics, we used numbers and percentages for categorical vari-

ables and mean and SD for continuous variables. For group 

comparison of continuous variables, we used the  Student’s 

Figure 1 Study flowchart, assessments and outcomes.
Notes: *in two cases, data were missing; in 11 cases, patients declared no complaint at all.

Abbreviations: cc, chief complaint; gP, general practitioner.
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t-test; for categorical variables, we used the Chi-square test 

(defining significance level as P,0.05). We performed a 

multivariate regression analysis to explore independent 

determinants of concordance. Since the full regression (all 

available variables) would result in a loss of power, we 

decided to perform a regression model with a predefined 

selection of eight variables of interest (Table 3) chosen with 

regard to clinical relevance and plausibility by research team 

consensus. In addition, we used a model based on a testing 

procedure (stepwise regression) to identify discrepancies to 

the model of interest. All calculations were performed with 

the statistical program R®, version 3.2.17

Results
The mean age of the 334 patients was 76.9 (SD 8.1) years, 

where 38% were male, taking 7.9 (SD 2.6) drugs on the long 

term, and the mean age of the 46 GPs was 49.4 (SD 9.3) 

years, where 65% were male, working in practice since 

13.6 (SD 9.7) years (Table 2). The most frequent CCs in 

patients’ view on ICPC-2 component level (n=321) were 

pain (42.1%), weakness/tiredness (6.3%), shortness of breath 

(5.4%) and dizziness (3.9%).

The most relevant diagnoses (n=334) ranked first by GPs 

were cardiovascular diseases (CVDs; 40.1%), metabolic 

diseases (17.7%), rheumatological/bone diseases (14.7%), 

neuropathies, psychopathies or eye/ear diseases (9.6%) and 

hematological/oncological diseases (4.2%; Figure 2).

CCs were concordant between patients and GPs in 

101/128 (78.9%) on the ICPC-2 chapter level. Of these, 

86/128 (67.2%) showed full, 8/128 (6.3%) moderate and 

7/128 (5.5%) low concordance. On the ICPC-2 component 

level, concordance of CC was given in 83/128 (64.8%). Of 

these, 72/128 (56.3%) showed full, 6/128 (4.7%) moderate 

and 5/128 (3.9%) low concordance. In 27/128 (21.1%) pairs, 

there was discordance (Figure 3).

Concordance between patients’ ratings of CCs and GPs’ 

ranked diagnoses on chapter level was 174/321 (54.2%). Of 

these, 60/321 (18.7%) showed full, 36/321 (11.2%) moderate 

and 76/321 (23.7%) low concordance. In 147/321 (45.8%) 

pairs, there was discordance.

On the ICPC-2 chapter level, concordance of CCs 

significantly increased with the intensity of the CC in 

patient’s perception (OR 1.48, CI 1.13–1.94, P,0.001), 

Table 1 Assignment of complaints to diagnosis, based on clinical 

expertise, by consensus

Complaint on chapter 

level (according to 

ICPC-2)

Diagnosis on chapter level*

A: General and unspecific Various

B: Blood, blood forming organs 

and immune mechanism

hematologic/oncological diseases

Venous diseases

D: Digestive Digestive diseases

F: eye neuropathies, psychopathies, 

eye/ear diseasesh: ear

K: circulatory cVDs

l: Musculoskeletal disorders rheumatological – bone diseases

n: neurological neuropathies, psychopathies, 

eye/ear diseasesP: Psychological

r: respiratory respiratory diseases

s: skin Various

T: endocrine/metabolic and 

nutritional

Metabolic diseases

U: Urological Urological diseases

W: Pregnancy, childbearing, 

family planning

Various

X: Female genital sexual diseases

Y: Male genital

Z: social problems Various

Notes: List of CCs classified on chapter level using the ICPC-2 coding system;15 

*diagnosis coded on chapter level according to an adapted version of the classification 
system by van den Bussche et al.16

Abbreviations: ccs, chief complaints; cVDs, cardiovascular diseases; icPc-2, 

International Classification of Primary Care, version 2.

Table 2 characteristics of patients and gPs included

Patients 334

sex

Male, n (%) 152 (46)

Age (years), mean (sD) 76.18 (8.45)

Weight (kg), mean (sD) 76.80 (16.06)

Blood pressure (mmhg), mean (sD)

systolic 137.65 (18.7)

Diastolic 75.44 (12.08)

hemoglobin (g/dl), mean (sD)* 12.84 (1.56)

Tsh (mU/l), mean (sD)* 2.15 (1.54)

hbA1c (%), mean (sD)* 7.30 (1.44)

number of drugs, mean (sD) 8.46 (2.94)

Quality of life scale, mean (sD)§ 0.77 (1.55)

Quality of life (eQ-5D), mean (sD)Φ 65.83 (17.86)

severity of complaint VAs, mean (sD)° 4.18 (2.50)

living situation, n (%)

living at home alone 119 (36)

living at home with family 173 (52)

living in nursing home 38 (11)

GPs 46

sex

Male, n (%) 30 (65)

Age (years), mean (sD) 49.42 (9.32)

Years of working experience, mean (sD) 13.62 (9.73)

Working in single practice, n (%) 10 (22)

Practice connected to network, n (%) 21 (46)

Notes: *hemoglobin and Tsh were documented only if patients received either 

iron/vitamin B12 or thyroid hormone substitution. hbA1c only in patients with 

known diabetes. §5-point likert scale (-2 to +2). Φ(0–100). °VAs (0–10).

Abbreviations: gP, general practitioner; Tsh, thyroid-stimulating hormone; VAs, 

visual analog scale; eQ-5D, euroQol-5 dimensions quality of life scale.
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while on the component level, this effect was not significant 

any more. Concordance between patients’ ratings of CCs and 

GPs’ ranked diagnoses on the chapter level decreased with 

patient’s age (OR 0.96, CI 0.94–0.99, P=0.01) and increased 

with the number of drugs (OR 1.14, CI 1.04–1.26, P=0.01). 

No other association was found between covariates and 

the concordance with regard to CCs and between CCs and 

diagnoses (Table 3). In the “concordance” group, the most 

frequent CC was pain (49/101; 48.5%), followed by shortness 

of breath (8/101; 7.9%), weakness/tiredness (7/101; 6.9%) 

and dizziness (5/101; 4.9%). In the “discordance” group, 

the most frequent CC was pain (8/27; 29.6%), followed by 

weakness/tiredness (3/27; 11.1%) and a variety of CCs with 

a low frequency (ie, 1/27 each; 3.7%); shortness of breath 

was never listed. Between groups, only the frequency of pain 

(P=0.0005) and shortness of breath (as given earlier) were 

significantly different.

Discussion
The concordance between patients’ and GPs’ ratings of CCs 

was high: GPs ranked the health problem, which patients 

declared as their most important problem, in 67% in first rank 

as well. Considering the complete four-part list of patients’ 

problems, the perception of patients’ CCs by GPs increased 

Figure 2 Diagnoses on chapter and component level defined according to an 
adapted version of the classification system by van den Bussche et al16 ranked by 

gPs as the most relevant one for the patient (n=334).

Note: Further diagnoses are not shown in the figure due to low frequencies: 
various (n=13), digestive (n=12), respiratory (n=12), venous (n=7) and urological 

diseases (n=2).

Abbreviations: cVDs, cardiovascular diseases; gP, general practitioner.

Table 3 Multivariate regression

Covariate OR 95% CI P-value

(A) Concordance of CCs on ICPC-2 chapter level (n=118)

Patient’s age 1.03 0.97–1.10 0.27

Patient’s sex (male) 0.54 0.19–1.53 0.24

number of drugs 1.05 0.86–1.29 0.64

Quality of life scale§ 1.40 0.74–2.64 0.30

Quality of life (eQ-5D)Φ 0.99 0.95–1.02 0.54

severity of complaint scale° 1.48 1.13–1.94 ,0.01

Doctors’ years in practice* 0.92 0.83–1.03 0.14

Doctors’ age* 1.02 0.91–1.15 0.72

(B) Concordance of CCs on ICPC-2 component level (n=118)

Patient’s age 1.04 0.99–1.10 0.11

Patient’s sex (male) 0.73 0.31–1.72 0.48

number of drugs 1.00 0.85–1.17 0.96

Quality of life scale§ 1.27 0.76–2.13 0.36

Quality of life (eQ-5D)Φ 1.00 0.97–1.03 0.86

severity of complaint scale° 1.18 0.95–1.46 0.13

Doctors’ years in practice* 0.92 0.84–1.02 0.11

Doctors’ age* 1.05 0.94–1.17 0.35

(C) Concordance between CCs and diagnosis ranked first 
(n=305)

Patient’s age 0.96 0.94–0.99 0.01

Patient’s sex (male) 0.90 0.56–1.44 0.66

number of drugs 1.14 1.04–1.26 0.01

Quality of life scale§ 0.86 0.66–1.13 0.28

Quality of life (eQ-5D)Φ 1.00 0.99–1.02 0.61

severity of complaint scale° 0.97 0.87–1.08 0.58

Doctors’ years in practice** 1.00 0.95–1.06 0.86

Doctors’ age** 1.01 0.95–1.07 0.82

Notes: numbers (n) refer to complete cases. *n=20, **n=40. §5-point likert scale 

(-2 to +2). Φ(0–100). °VAS (0–10). Data in bold indicates statistical significance.
Abbreviations: CCs, chief complaints; ICPC-2, International Classification of 
Primary care, version 2; VAs, visual analog scale; eQ-5D, euroQol-5 dimensions 

quality of life scale.

Figure 3 Patient–gP concordance of ccs according to chapter and component 

levels of the icPc-2 codes.

Notes: Full concordance: patient’s CC code ranked first on GP’s list; moderate 
concordance: ranked second; low concordance: ranked third or fourth. Discordance: 

patient’s cc code not listed on gP’s list (intervention group, n=128).

Abbreviations: cc, chief complaint; gP, general practitioner; icPc-2, international 

Classification of Primary Care, version 2.
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to 79%. Thus, a majority of GPs perceive the subjective 

problems of their multimorbid patients correctly. This aware-

ness is an important prerequisite for setting priorities and treat-

ment goals together with the patient. Very recently, a Swiss 

study by Déruat-Luyet et al18 among 888 multimorbid patients 

and their GPs reported a concordance of 86% with regard to 

health conditions “bothering the patient” (A Déruat-Luyet, 

University of Lausanne, personal communication, July, 2017). 

This is in line with our findings that, as soon as GPs focus 

more on subjective conditions than strictly on medical terms, 

their perception of patients’ complaints is increasing substan-

tially. Moreover, a high awareness of patients’ subjective 

needs may help GPs to overcome patients’ unvoiced agenda, 

which is a major factor affecting health outcomes.19

The concordance (or discordance) between patients’ 

ratings of CCs and GPs’ ranked diagnoses was substantially 

lower. This finding is also reflected by differences in the 

categories of the most important diagnoses and CCs: While 

the most important diagnoses were cardiovascular, metabolic 

and degenerative (joint) diseases, CCs were mainly (muscu-

loskeletal) pain and general problems, such as fatigue and 

breathing problems.

Zulman et al9 noted in a sample of hypertensive diabetes 

patients that providers ranked the patient’s most important 

concern in their lists of three main health conditions in 72%, 

but subjective conditions such as pain, discomfort, anxiety or 

breathing problems often were not perceived by GPs (ie, not 

appearing on GP’s list). The most frequently mentioned con-

cern of GPs in this study was hypertension. This suggests that 

concerns of prognosis and complications are important driv-

ers of GPs’ misperception of patients’ subjective conditions, 

as also stated by Voigt et al.11 Junius-Walker et al12 found a 

poor agreement between patients and GPs on the priority of 

individual health problems (Cohen’s κ 0.11), due to different 

concepts: the strongest predictor of a problem’s relevance for 

patients was the emotional experience, while for GPs it was 

an unfavorable prognosis.12 On the other hand, Cheraghi-Sohi 

et al20 reported that also patients care about prognosis: the 

main drivers of prioritization in the perspective of patients 

were 1) functional health (namely, the ability “to do the 

things one wants or needs to do”) and 2) the risk of future 

serious complications, loss of independence and/or death.20 

The focus on diagnostic and treatment procedures as well as 

on prognosis might be a consequence of physicians’ profes-

sional education, which traditionally favors knowledge and 

skills in these dimensions rather than in empathy. Fortunately, 

there are efforts for a change toward a more patient-centered 

approach in undergraduate medical education.21

Pain was by far the most frequent CC in our study sample, 

the majority of which was back pain and pain in the lower 

extremities, followed by weakness/tiredness and shortness 

of breath. Ratings of pain CC severity were not significantly 

different from ratings of non-pain CCs (data not shown). 

To our knowledge, our study is the first study investigating 

the frequency of CCs among multimorbid patients, strictly 

in patients’ perspective. Thus, no direct comparison to 

other prevalence studies is possible, as they focus more on 

single complaints (as pain), health conditions, diagnoses or 

disease patterns,18,22–25 and not on various subjective percep-

tion of illness or suffering. The best proxy for comparison 

may be “reason for encounter” (RFE), assuming that CCs 

frequently motivate patients to see their GP. In a Danish 

population, general problems have been identified as the 

most common RFE on the ICPC chapter level, followed by 

musculoskeletal and respiratory problems.23 Similarly to our 

findings, Tandjung et al24 reported musculoskeletal problems 

as the most common RFE, followed by cardiovascular and 

respiratory problems in a Swiss primary care population. 

Concerning pain, there are consistent data showing that a 

majority of multimorbid elderly patients suffer from pain, 

mostly low back pain.25–27 Consequently, better addressing 

chronic pain in a multifaceted way should be emphasized in 

pre- and postgraduate training of physicians for improving 

multimorbid patients’ quality of life, patient satisfaction, 

adherence to treatment and disease outcomes.5–7

Frequency of diseases among multimorbid patients varies 

according to the coding system and needs careful harmoniza-

tion of the definition of each chronic medical condition to 

allow comparison between studies.22 In our study sample, 

CVD – mostly hypertension and coronary heart disease – 

was by far the most frequent diagnosis perceived as the 

most relevant one by the GPs, followed by metabolic and 

rheumatological/bone diseases (Figure 1). Typically, these 

conditions are clustering among multimorbid patients.28 

Three huge German and one Swiss cohort study with elderly 

multimorbid patients confirmed this ranking,16,18,29 with one 

exception. Lipid disorders were listed as the most relevant 

diagnoses in only one of 334 patients (0.3%) of our sample, 

compared to a prevalence of 40%–60% in the abovemen-

tioned cohorts. This finding reflects that by prioritization GPs 

did not rate lipid disorders as a relevant health problem for 

their multimorbid patients competing with other diagnoses. 

The comparison between concordance and discordance 

groups concerning CC showed a higher frequency of pain 

and shortness of breath in the concordance group. These 

normally are complaints with a high burden of illness for 
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the patient and therefore the perception among GPs may be 

higher than for other complaints. On the other hand, no CC 

in the discordance group was significantly more frequent 

compared to the concordance group. With other words, there 

is no CC GPs routinely miss in their perception.

In our regression analysis, we found that a higher rating of 

the CC’s severity by the patient had a positive impact on the 

patient–provider concordance of CCs. This seems plausible, 

as patients with a higher burden of disease may communicate 

about their suffering to their GPs more intensively. Lesho 

et al30 reported a significant discordance in different domains 

of subjective suffering between physicians’ perception and 

patients’ descriptions, most markedly when patients’ level of 

suffering was mild – thus similar to our results.30 Concerning 

the concordance of CCs and ranked diagnoses, we found 

that age was inversely, and the number of drugs positively, 

associated. This may indicate that in younger age, patients 

and GPs similarly emphasize prognosis and are seeking 

agreement on it. A high number of drugs were associated 

with a higher concordance between CCs and diagnoses, 

but not with a higher patient–provider concordance of CCs. 

The latter fact may potentially be explained by a power 

problem (smaller subgroup). This finding is somehow dif-

ficult to interpret, as no data in the literature are available. 

The higher patient–provider concordance in patients with 

a higher number of drugs might reflect the need of GPs to 

prioritize in such situations. Hansen et al29 reported on sex, 

age, education, income, disease count, depression, EuroQoL 

VAS and nursing care dependency as factors associated with 

positive agreement between patients and their GPs concern-

ing chronic diseases.29 The same research group showed in 

a qualitative study that the agreement between patients and 

GPs on relevance of illness depended on several major top-

ics, eg, communication and cooperation between health care 

professionals, the communication between GP and patients 

and patients’ disease knowledge.31

strengths and limitations
To our knowledge, our study is the first investigating the 

frequency of CCs among multimorbid patients, directly 

considering patients’ perspective. In addition, we asked GPs 

to prioritize patients’ diagnoses, which gives a more accurate 

estimate of the relevance of diagnoses in multimorbid patients 

in the perspective of the GPs.

Another strength of our study is that we asked patients 

and GPs exactly the same question with regard to patients’ 

CC. In doing so, we were able to compare the perspectives 

of patients and GPs one-to-one.

A limitation is the possible bias of GPs in the recruitment 

procedure, ie, GPs more interested in patient centeredness 

may have been more prone to participate in a study on 

multimorbid patients. Moreover, asking GPs for patients’ 

complaints by questionnaire may have increased their 

attention for this matter, leading to a bias. Another limita-

tion is the fact that some few complaints (eg, shortness of 

breath) are ambiguous concerning their assignment to a 

specific diagnoses or organ system. Thus, misclassification 

cannot be excluded entirely, although we tried to mini-

mize this confounder by in-depth analysis of these single 

ambiguous cases.

Conclusion
A majority of GPs perceive the CC of the multimorbid patient 

correctly as the health condition from which the patient is 

suffering the most. There is no specific complaint GPs would 

not perceive routinely. On the other hand, there is room for 

improvement: 21% of GPs do not list the CC of the patient 

at all in a four-part list. To improve awareness of the multi-

morbid patient’s most demanding illness, we recommend to 

ask for the patient’s CC in every encounter and to provide 

room (including time) for dealing with the answer. How to 

manage pain, as the most frequent CC in our study, should 

be considered in a multifaceted approach. Increasing GPs’ 

perception of subjective suffering of patients may translate 

into an improved coping with multimorbidity and into a 

higher quality of care for multimorbid patients.
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